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"dictionary-albums" allowed for easy consultation when time was lacking for reading primary texts. Since these manuals were so well known to Cinquecento artists and literati, humanists copied information directly from them without feeling need to credit their sourees. Throughout the Renaissance, painters used these manuals as they assembled, assimilated, and adapted subjects from classical mythology into complex and allusive schemes.
In addition, the Greek Anthology, aseries of anonymous Greek lyric and epigrammatic poems with a moral message, greatly influenced these sourees, especially Alciato. For sixteenth-century theorists the merit of the iconographical invenzioni (allegories, emblems, and imprese) lay in the artist's original and ingenious interpretation of a familiar myth or allegory (see Scorza).
Vasari, in the prefaces to his Vite,4 and Ripa, in his Iconologia, concur that the image should provide visual interest by showing beautiful elements and that its motto should be brief, containing two or three words or a line of verse left suggestively incomplete to intrigue or te ase the audience--in sum, a Maniera conceit. In their writings both Vasari and Ripa strongly emphasize that an allegory (emblem) must visually and verbally assimilate its ancient sourees. Such emblematic sources provided Vasari with an extensive repertoire of images that he collected and employed in the iconography of the Casa Vasari in Arezzo and expanded in such later commissions as the decorative cycles of the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence. 5 Vasari's composition of images as a compendium of iconography for a decorative program was similar to the literary practices of Alciato, Valeriano, and Cartari and follows Giovio's advice on depicting an emblematic image or impresa. According to Giovio an impresa or badge must contain a figure and motto, its meaning should not be too obscure or too obvious, the imagery must be pleasant to look at, and the motto must be brief, inventive, and unambiguous. 6 Later Ripa captured the symbolic meaning of an image by fusing the Cinquecento visual and literary traditions in his emblem book,
